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Chart three
In what year did the Blantyre mining explosion happen? [2]

1877

Who made up the words for the Exciseman song? [2]

robert burns

Who danced away with the Exciseman? [1] the deil [devil]
What is an exciseman? [2] a tax collector
what date was the Battle of Harlaw? [2] 1411
What instruments is ‘Orange and Blue’ played on? [2]

panpies and drum

What man sings ‘Going Home to glasgow’? [2] ian Davison
What school class sing ‘Going Home to glasgow’? [2] st

timothy’s primary

Listen to The ‘Red Yo-Yo’ song – what instrument is being
played [trick question] [2] none
What colour is the yo-yo in the Yo-Yo song? [1]

red

What is the name of the girl in the Yo-Yo song? [2] wee Ann
When did the ‘Johnny Cope’ song happen? [2] 1745
Where did Johnny Cope send his challenge from? [see
verse one] [2] dunbar
Listen to ‘Journey Back To Arran’ – what instrument do you
think Gill bowman is playing? [2] guitar
Who went on the boat over to Skye [in The Skye Boat
Song]? [2] bonny prince charlie
who made the words for ‘Caller Herring’? [2] lady nairne
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Who made the tune for Caller Herring? [2] neil gow
Who made up the words of ‘Braes Of Balquidder’? [2]

robert tannahill

Who sings the song ‘Braes Of Balquidder’? [2] geordie

macintyre & alison mcmorland

Which Queen had Four Maries? [2] mary queen of scots
What were their surnames? [I each] beaton, seaton,

carmichael, hamilton

What group performs the ‘Peterhead Fisherman’s Wife’? [2]

tryst

Where did Lochiel go away to [1] france
What instrument is played by Ronan Martin for ‘Lochiel’s
awa tae france’? [2] fiddle
Listen to ‘The Wee Kirkcudbright Centipede’ – what
instrument do you THINK is being played [2] guitar
Who made up the words for ‘Ae Fond Kiss’? [2] robert burns
Who sings the song ‘Ae fond kiss’? [2] tryst
What angus poet wrote the words of the song ‘Norlan’
Wind’? [2] violet jacobs
Who set ‘Norlan’ Wind’ to music? [2] jim reid
Where are the Rolling Hills? [1] the borders
Who made up the song about the Rolling Hills? [2] matt

mcginn

Who sings the song about the Rolling Hills? [2] tryst
Who wrote the Yo-Yo song? [2] matt mcginn
Who made up the song ‘Who Pays the Piper’? [2] nancy

nicolson

